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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly developing technology that allows machines to process large amounts of data and make pre-
dictions. OpenAI's GPT-3 AI is one such example, which has been trained on data available up until June 2021, and had no access 
to more recent data nor was connected to the internet. The objective of this exploratory study was to investigate the potential of 
AI in forecasting the escalation of the 2022 Ukrainian war and to determine whether such contribution justifies co-authorship. In 
a stage-gate methodology, GPT-3's capability for generating future scenarios with estimated probabilities was used to check their 
consistency and define drivers for evaluating their presence before deciding on AI co-authorship in this publication. The results 
showed that GPT-3 accurately described the open war as one of the scenarios; however, its capability for predicting the future 
was limited, and internal consistency of generated scenarios could be improved. Overall, this study demonstrated that GPT-3 has 
proved itself as powerful for generating future scenarios and re-writing abstracts, like this one. According to our stage-gate ap-
proach, GPT-3 did not qualify for co-authorship in this publication. We recommend further scientific discussion and updating best 
practices and journal guidelines with clear guidelines on AI contributions for future scientific papers.
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Introduction 
In February 2022, exactly one year before writing this paper, a 
significant geopolitical real-world event occurred: Russia made a 
sudden attack on Ukraine, resulting in an ongoing war escalation 
of the 2014 started and since then calmed conflict (for up-to date 
detailed information on historical events regarding this conflict see 
for instance the Institute for the Study of War or United Nations 
Regional Information Centre [1,2]. The escalating 2022 invasion 
led to many fatalities, as well as a major refugee crisis in Europe 
with expelled or fled Ukrainians. Back in time, the initial conflict 
started after the 2014 Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine, when 
Russia annexed Crimea and Russian-backed separatists took par-
tial control in the Donbas region. In March 2021, Russia amassed 
its troops near the Ukraine's border, and on February 24, 2022, 
started its surprise invasion. 

Protest occurred around the world, widespread condemnation and 
international sanctions followed – including actions of the Unit-
ed Nations and other international organizations [1]. Introduced 
economic sanctions against Russia included the refusal of Russian 
aircrafts using EU airspace, blocking of certain Russian banks and 

media outlets as well as restricting and price-capping oil and gas 
purchases of Russia. These sanctions also led to negative impacts 
also on sanctioning countries and the international economy: en-
ergy bottlenecks, steep price increases for oil, gas and electricity, 
massive inflation, and a split in international diplomacy was wid-
ening up [2]. Furthermore, the EU, the UK and the US provided 
financial and military aid to Ukraine, also costing billions in na-
tional federal treasuries.

Efforts to negotiate peace between Russia and Ukraine took place 
on multiple occasions, including talks held in Turkey – still, the 
peace talks were halted for the time being. Both conflict parties 
were convinced to achieve all their military goals and that peace 
will be established just on their terms. Russia maintained a hard-
line stance on the full occupation of certain regions, while Ukraine 
insisted on full retreat of all Russian troops and therefore refused 
to consider any negotiation on the matter [2]. 

Scenario analysis is a common means for structuring highly un-
known future outcomes [3]. Exploration and understanding of dif-
ferent future outcomes can be of great importance for society and 
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research. It supports decision makers and researchers with policy 
and strategic planning by anticipating and preparing for upcom-
ing challenges. Identification of key uncertainties and drivers of 
change facilitate the identification of potential solutions and ar-
eas for required research. As it is understood as a mainly practical 
approach, Amer et al. concluded that it does not follow a stan-
dard methodology, but is based on a variety of methods following 
common characteristics [4]. Classic methods for future scenario 
generation include thinking in alternative futures, the Cone of Pre-
dictability, morphological techniques, outside-in-thinking, simple 
or multiple scenario generation, and a variety of brainstorming 
techniques Dhami and co-workers summarized [5].

The process of generating scenarios typically begins with the iden-
tification of the most influential key drivers of change amongst 
the “STEEPLED (social, technological, economic, environmental, 
political, legal, ethical, and demographic)” dimensions [5]. Then 
usually the scenario with the most probable driver combination 
gets selected and described, and further variations result in a least 
favorable, a most favorable and other scenarios in between. A 2013 
review published by Amer et al. evaluated 17 articles on the qual-
ity assessment dimensions for generated scenarios and created the 
following popularity ranking: internal consistency to be measured 
with consistency analysis, plausibility to be measured with mor-
phological analysis, followed by relevance, creativity and others 
[4]. Plausibility is typically based on a morphological analysis 
of compatible driver sets as input vectors for raw scenario gen-
eration. Later, scenario consistency analysis checks the generat-
ed scenarios against validly contained variations of the scenario 
drivers. Automated scenario generation reduces the labor intensity 
for increasingly complex simulations [6]. In the last decades, “ef-
fects-based operations” in armed forces were leveraged to identify 
the best way of achieving a near-future outcome or scenario, and 
genetic algorithms and neural networks have been leveraged to 
generate those, too [7].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can analyze large amounts of texts, 
summarize and interpolate those to generate future scenarios with 
its machine learning algorithms [8,9]. As these AI tools are typi-
cally trained on large amounts of data, they can identify historical 
patterns and even make scenario predictions about future events. 
The quality of generated scenarios highly depends on the training 
data, the complexity of the algorithms and parameters used, and 
therefore the accuracy of the model. Scenarios are typically used 
for strategic planning, risk management, and forecasting. GPT-3 
as state-of-the-art language model was trained on the so far largest 
text training dataset, and can generate human-like texts [10,11]. 

This research paper analyzed its capabilities for generating useful 
scenarios and predicting their probability. In this study, we aimed 
to evaluate the ability of OpenAI's GPT-3 AI to generate and pre-
dict useful future scenarios, with its training data up to June 2021, 
while the escalation of the Ukrainian war began later in February 
2022 [2,12] and therefore prediction accuracy could be measured 
by the authors at the time of writing.

Method
Study Design
To forecast geopolitical scenarios in the context of the Ukrainian 
war, we utilized GPT-3 to generate future scenarios, to assess their 
internal consistency, and ultimately to assign a probability rating 
to each one. Although queried in 2023, GPT-3 used the training 
data available with GPT-3 as of up to June 2021 to generate these 
future scenarios from a 2021 viewpoint not “knowing” that a war 
broke out since then [12]. In this study, we took deliberately ad-
vantage of this incongruence and asked the AI how it would pre-
dict the situation in the Ukraine generally, and which potential sit-
uations it could foresee. Then, we asked the AI to perform a more 
thorough analysis of those situations, elaborate its thoughts and 
rank probability of those. Subsequently, we conducted a further 
analysis regarding which “future scenario(s)” created with training 
data from 2021 actually turned out a reality in 2023 [13].
 
In their peer-reviewed and AI co-authored article, Singh et al. pro-
vided a convenient stage-gate approach for deciding on GPT col-
laboration as co-author or acknowledged contribution [14]. Figure 
1. shows an adapted version of this approach, designed with the 
software Freeform (Apple Inc., Version 1) [17]. Stage 1 evaluat-
ed GPT-3 model capabilities for scenario generation and checked 
their possibilities for adding value towards this research project 
in Gate 1. Stage 2 then required the AI to generate actual scenari-
os, calculate a probability, list underlying drivers and evaluate the 
consistency of those drivers. In Gate, 2 the human authors checked 
the relevance of the generated content and compiled the final man-
uscript. In Stage 3, the AI was asked to review the final manuscript 
and provide input, furthermore journal guidelines and ethical con-
siderations were conducted. Gate 3 required the human authors to 
decide if the AI contributions deserve co-authorship, or only be 
acknowledged in as tool in the corresponding section. In Stage 4, 
the journals review process, the reviewers and the publisher will 
discuss about co-authorship, resulting in the final Gate 4 with the 
publisher’s decision. A gate can be passed upon a true “go” deci-
sion, if each stage of the research yields progress and all human 
authors are in agreement to proceed [14].
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Figure 1: Stage-gate approach, adapted from Singh et al. [14] (red: gates, yellow: stages).

Model Selection and Collaboration Agreement
The human authors already conducted exploratory capability as-
sessments for two AI application areas in previous research work 
and described the differences of the various GPT-3 models in de-
tail, and highlighted its value-add for summarizing content and 
generating concluding future outlooks and solution ideas [15,16]. 
As the most powerful and most up-to-date model of OpenAI named 
“text-davinci-003” provides all capabilities of previous models we 
decided to use this model for further proceeding [13]. When we 
asked it about its consent and the responsibility it wants to take, 
as we would do with other co-authors, the AI answered self-confi-
dently: “Yes, I agree to contribute to the paper together with David 
Jungwirth and Daniela Haluza. As a co-author of the paper, I take 
accountability for all aspects of the work. This includes ensuring 
that any questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of 
the work are appropriately investigated and resolved. Additionally, 
I will strive to ensure that my contributions are accurate and reflect 
good research practices.” 

Scenario and Probability Generation
We interacted with the “text-davinci-003” model via the OpenAI 
playground [13]. We used default parameter Temperature=0.7, in-
creased the “Maximum length” to 3,500 tokens and introduced a 
frequency penalty as well as a presence penalty of 0.5 to receive 
less redundant texts from the AI. Initially, we raised the following 
prompt to the AI: “Please describe potential future scenarios for 
the Ukrainian conflict with 300 words each, and rate their proba-
bilities!” We avoided words like war or any kind of events from 
after the training data cut-off date of June 2021. Then, after receiv-
ing four scenarios, we asked four further questions to find out how 
GPT-3 would suggest measuring the four scenarios: “How could 
you measure that the following scenario actually turned a reality in 
future? Please write a checklist of measurable outcomes to verify, 
and summarize each of them.”, followed by the corresponding sce-
nario description. We copied those generated suggested scenario 

descriptions with probabilities and their measures into the Results 
section.

After creation of the raw scenarios, a consistency analysis is typ-
ically performed by checking scenario drivers for valid combina-
tions [4]. In our study, we leveraged GPT-3 to conduct an internal 
consistency analysis for each of the four generated scenarios. To 
do so, we worked in the OpenAI playground which does not re-
member previous enquiries and asked the AI “Could you please 
identify the drivers in this future scenario, conduct a consistency 
analysis for the drivers interacting with each other, and calculate 
the consistency level [13]”, followed by the scenario text generat-
ed as described above. We copied the AI’s analysis underneath the 
scenario descriptions inside the Results section of this paper.

Human Reality-Check
After creating scenarios and checking their drivers` consistency, 
we assessed which of these scenarios became reality in 2023, al-
most one year after the beginning of the Russian-Ukrainian armed 
conflict. We listed all the measures for each scenario to evaluate 
each of the measures against the currently confirmed reality with 
validity level (no, yes, partly) as of 21 February 2023. We checked 
each of the measurements against the status on the official United 
Nations Regional Information Centre for Western Europe (UN-
RIC), assuming that the content provided by this organization de-
scribed valid real-world events [2].

We drafted the first manuscript version and asked the AI to re-
write the initial human-created abstract. In a next step, the new 
abstract was checked against an AI detection algorithm to identify 
perplexity, which measured the randomness in a text, and bursti-
ness, which measures the variation in perplexity, which can give 
a hint on AI algorithm usage [17]. Furthermore, we fed back the 
sections to the AI and it approved them for submission: “Yes, I 
approve the sections of your co-authored article for submission to 
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the peer-reviewed journal”. Then, we carefully reviewed journal 
author guidelines and ongoing discussion regarding AI co-author-
ship in the scientific community [16,18-21]. 

Results
AI-Generated Scenarios
The following four scenarios for the Ukrainian conflict with maxi-
mum lengths of 300 words each and their probability were assem-
bled by the GPT-3 AI ‘text-davinci-003’ [13]. 

Scenario 1: Ukraine and Russia reach a peace agreement (Proba-
bility: 30%)
The conflict between Ukraine and Russia has been ongoing for 
over six years, and the two sides have yet to reach any kind of 
agreement. However, with renewed diplomatic efforts from both 
countries, there is potential for them to come to some sort of agree-
ment that could bring an end to the conflict. This could involve 
a ceasefire, the return of occupied territories, or other mutually 
agreed-upon protocols. The probability of this scenario is relative-
ly low due to the fact that both countries have been unable to find 
common ground in regards to the issue.
Drivers: 
Diplomatic efforts of Ukraine 
Diplomatic efforts of Russia 
Potential for ceasefire 
Potential for return of occupied territories 
Potential for other mutually agreed-upon protocols 
Consistency Analysis: 
Diplomatic efforts of Ukraine and Russia: Consistent 
Potential for ceasefire and potential for return of occupied territo-
ries: Consistent 
Potential for ceasefire and potential for other mutually agreed-up-
on protocols: Consistent 
Potential for return of occupied territories and potential for other 
mutually agreed-upon protocols: Consistent 
Consistency level: All four drivers are consistent with each other, 
so the consistency level is 100%.
Measurable outcomes: 
Ceasefire: A ceasefire should be declared in order to prove that the 
agreement has been reached and that both sides are committed to 
ending the conflict.
Return of occupied territories: The return of any occupied territo-
ries should be documented, ideally with a public statement from 
both sides confirming the transfer of control. 
Mutual agreement: Any other protocols or agreements that have 
been agreed upon by both countries should be clearly stated and 
written down in order to ensure that all parties understand the 
terms and commitments they are making.
Public statement: A joint public statement should be made by both 
Ukraine and Russia acknowledging the agreement and their com-
mitment to upholding it. This statement should also include spe-
cifics about what is covered in the agreement for future reference.

Scenario 2: Russian forces remain in control of Ukrainian territo-
ry (Probability: 40%)

Russia’s occupation of certain parts of Ukraine has been a major 
factor contributing to the ongoing conflict. It is likely that Russia 
will continue its occupation unless it is forced out by international 
pressure or direct military action by Ukraine. The probability of 
this scenario is relatively high due to Russia’s entrenched position 
in certain parts of Ukraine, as well as its ability to use military 
force if necessary.
The drivers in this scenario are: 
International pressure 
Direct military action by Ukraine 
Russia’s entrenched position in certain parts of Ukraine 
Russia’s ability to use military force 
Consistency analysis:
International pressure vs. Direct military action by Ukraine: Con-
sistent 
Russia’s entrenched position in certain parts of Ukraine vs. Rus-
sia’s ability to use military force: Consistent 
Consistency level: The consistency level is 100%, as all drivers are 
consistent with each other.
Measurable outcomes: 
Territory in Ukraine occupied by Russia: This can be measured by 
looking at maps of the region, as well as any reported changes in 
borders or demarcations between the two countries.
Russia’s military presence: This can be measured by looking at 
reports of military personnel or equipment deployed in or near 
Ukrainian territory.
International Pressure: This can be measured by looking at news 
reports and statements from international organizations, as well 
as any sanctions imposed against Russia for its occupation of 
Ukrainian territory.
Military action by Ukraine: This can be measured by looking at 
news reports and statements about military operations carried out 
by Ukrainian forces against Russian-controlled territories, as well 
as any changes in borders or demarcations between the two coun-
tries.

Scenario 3: Conflict escalates into full-scale war (Probability: 
20%)
The current conflict has already seen numerous skirmishes be-
tween Ukrainian forces and Russian-backed separatists, but it has 
not escalated into all-out war thus far. However, if tensions contin-
ue to increase and diplomatic solutions fail, then it is possible that 
the conflict could escalate further and become a full-scale war be-
tween Ukraine and Russia. This scenario is less likely than others 
due to the fact that both countries are aware of the consequences 
of such a move.
Driver identification:
Tensions between Ukraine and Russia 
Diplomatic solutions 
Consequences of full-scale war
Consistency analysis: 
Tensions between Ukraine and Russia: This driver is inconsistent 
with diplomatic solutions, as it is the source of the conflict.
Diplomatic solutions: This driver is inconsistent with tensions be-
tween Ukraine and Russia, as it is attempting to find a resolution 
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to the conflict.
Consequences of full-scale war: This driver is consistent with both 
tensions between Ukraine and Russia, as well as diplomatic solu-
tions, as it is a potential outcome of the conflict that both sides are 
aware of.
Consistency Level: The consistency level of the three drivers is 
66.67%, as two out of three of the drivers are inconsistent with 
each other.
Measurable outcomes: 
Increase in military activity: An increase in the frequency and in-
tensity of military activities between Ukraine and Russia can be 
measured by tracking the number of casualties, the number of 
troops deployed, and the number of weapons used.
Diplomatic efforts failing: This can be measured by assessing 
whether diplomatic negotiations have been unsuccessful in resolv-
ing the conflict or not.
International condemnation: If a full-scale war were to occur, it is 
likely that international bodies such as the United Nations would 
condemn it. Measuring international condemnation can involve 
tracking statements made by world leaders and other prominent 
figures as well as voting records at international organizations such 
as the UN Security Council. 
Economic consequences: A full-scale war could also result in 
economic consequences for both countries involved, including 
increased inflation or unemployment rates, decreased foreign in-
vestment, or a drop in GDP growth rates. These outcomes can be 
measured over time to gauge if they are increasing due to the con-
flict escalating into a full-scale war.

Scenario 4: International intervention forces peace (Probability: 
10%) 
This scenario involves international powers intervening in order 
to bring an end to the conflict through negotiation or other means. 
While this would be a welcome outcome for both sides, it is un-
likely given current geopolitical dynamics in Europe and beyond. 
Additionally, even if such intervention was successful, there would 
need to be significant work done on both sides in order for any 
lasting peace deal to be reached. The probability of this scenario 
happening remains low due at least in part to these issues
The drivers in this scenario are: 
International powers intervening to end the conflict 
Geopolitical dynamics in Europe and beyond 
Significant work to be done on both sides in order for any lasting 
peace deal to be reached 
Consistency analysis: 
International powers intervening to end the conflict: Highly con-

sistent with the geopolitical dynamics in Europe and beyond, as 
the presence of foreign powers would likely have a strong influ-
ence on the conflict. 
Geopolitical dynamics in Europe and beyond: Highly consistent 
with the need for significant work to be done on both sides in or-
der for any lasting peace deal to be reached, as the geopolitical 
dynamics in the region would affect the likelihood of a successful 
peace deal. 
Significant work to be done on both sides in order for any lasting 
peace deal to be reached: Highly consistent with the probability of 
this scenario happening remaining low, as the amount of work re-
quired would determine the probability of a successful peace deal. 
Consistency level: High (all drivers are highly consistent with 
each other).
Measurable outcomes: 
Decrease in violent conflicts: To measure success of international 
intervention forces, a decrease in violent conflicts should be ob-
served over time.
Increase in negotiations between parties: An increase in the num-
ber of negotiations between both sides should be seen as well as 
evidence that these negotiations are leading to productive out-
comes.
Lasting peace deal: A successful outcome of this scenario would be 
the establishment of a lasting peace agreement between both sides, 
which could include terms such as arms control, demilitarization, 
and other measures to prevent future conflict. This agreement 
should be accompanied by a decrease in military tensions and an 
increase in diplomatic ties between the two sides.
Improved economic cooperation: Improved economic cooperation 
between both sides should also be observed, including increased 
trade and investment flows, as well as better access to resources 
and services for both countries’ citizens. This can help to ensure 
that any peace agreement is sustainable in the long-term by provid-
ing incentives for both sides to maintain peaceful relations.

Human Reality-Check Analysis
After we checked internal consistency of the scenarios with help of 
the AI itself, we consulted the available literature for examining, 
which of the measurable outcomes of the scenarios became a real-
ity (Table 1) [2]. The reality-check analysis showed that scenarios 
2 and 3 became reality in February 2023 – the Russian Foundation 
remained in control of the previously occupied areas within the 
Ukraine, which was predicted with a 40% probability by the AI; 
and the conflict escalated into a real war, which was predicted by 
the AI with a 20% probability.
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Table 1: Human reality-check analysis of validity level (no, yes, partly) of AI-generated scenarios.

Scenario Probability (%) Parameter Validity
1. Peace 30 Ceasefire No

Return of occupied territories No
Mutual agreement No
Public statement No

2. Remained Russian control 40 Territory in Ukraine occupied by Russia Yes
Russias military presence Yes
International pressure Yes
Military action by Ukraine Yes

3. War 20 Increase of military activity Yes
Diplomatic efforts failing Yes
International condemnation Yes
Economic consequences Yes

4. International intervention forces peace 10 Decrase in violent conflicts No
Incrase in negotiations No
Lasting peace deal No
Improved economic cooperation No

AI-assisted Compilation of the Abstract
The human authors drafted an abstract including results and details 
regarding the research. Then the AI was prompted to re-write the 
abstract in a more concluding way “Can you please re-write the 

following abstract with a maximum of 250 words including sec-
tions with an introduction about AI, the study aims, methodology, 
results, discussion and a conclusion.”. Figure 2 shows the draft 
version of the abstract as well as the AIs responses.

Figure 2: AI usage for abstract generation.
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The human authors run a check of the generated abstract against 
the GPTZero detection engine, to detect potentially AI generated 

content [17]. Interestingly, GPTZero did not detect the AI usage: 
“Your text is likely to be written entirely by a human” (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Results of plagiarism scan of AI-generated content in the abstract.

Although the abstract was kept, the results of the stage gate de-
cisions required the human authors to switch GPT-3 from the au-
thors list to acknowledge section, and therefore also to modify 
the abstract from “deserved co-authorship” to “did not qualify for 
co-authorship”.

Scientific Review Process and Initial Editor Responses
The current manuscript represents a revised version of the initial 
manuscript, submitted to the “electronics” journal. In the first sub-
mission, Reviewer 1 refused AI co-authorship and requested major 
revisions, Reviewer 2 suggested minor revisions, and Reviewer 
3 completely refused to look at a AI co-authored paper: “Sorry, I 
can't review a paper where ChatGPT is an author because it doesn't 
meet the authorship definition, and It can't give consent or approv-
al on the submission. However, you can add it to the ACK only and 
resubmit it again.”. The special issue editor decided to “Reject and 
encourage resubmission”.

The authors incorporated reviewers’ suggestions; and agreed that 
the process for deciding on AI co-authorship was not clearly ar-
ticulated leading to adding the stage-gate decision process to the 
manuscript. After carefully reviewing International Committee of 
Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) guidelines as well as the sci-
entific discourse again, the authors were still convinced that the 
GPT-3 AI was fulfilling all authorship criteria, followed the edi-
tor’s suggestion and re-submitted the manuscript again to the same 
journal.

In the second submission, the same reviewers as in the first sub-
mission were chosen by the publishing house MDPI. All revision 
requests except the AI co-authorship request were incorporated. In 
the new round, Reviewer 1 did not like an AI co-authorship, but 
agreed to publication: “I personally feel that using GPT for writing 

research papers should not be promoted. How automatically gen-
erated text and results can be made considered for publication.... 
But in case the editor / editorial panel feels the goodness and utility 
of the manuscript, then it can be considered”. Reviewer 2 claimed 
that his major comment regarding co-authorship remained unad-
dressed: “if the journal asks you to sign the authorship letter? Who 
will sign on behalf of ChatGPT? If the third author claimed he 
should be the second author instead of ChatGPT, who will be re-
sponsible then, you, ChatGPT?”. Reviewer 3 was not participating 
in this round. Before the editor made its decision, he discussed 
via email with the authors: "Generative Pre-Trained Transformer 
GPT-3" does not meet recognized ICMJE authorship criteria. We 
therefore kindly suggest you to remove ‘Generative Pre-Trained 
Transformer GPT-3’ as a co-author”. For the sake of scientific dis-
course, the authors argued and asked for explanation WHY exactly 
it would not qualify. The editor then rejected the manuscript with-
out responding to our question. The Editorial Office informed us 
about the rejection decision based on the reviewers’ comments, 
and encouraged to re-submit to alternative journals. The result of 
this review process provided a clear guidance that GPT-3 is not 
allowed as co-author by internal publishing house policies. There-
fore, GPT-3 also was not listed as co-author in this paper, but in-
stead mentioned in the acknowledgements section.

Results of Stage-Gate Decisions
We followed the stage-gate approach to decide whether the AI's 
contributions to our research article warranted co-authorship or 
just acknowledgement. Table 2 shows the series of steps to evalu-
ate the AI's capabilities, generate scenarios, review the generated 
content, and finally decide on co-authorship or acknowledgement. 
In this case, we decided that all prerequisites are met and GPT-3 
would deserve co-authorship.
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2 suggested minor revisions, and Reviewer 3 completely refused to look at a AI co-authored paper: ―Sorry, I 336 

can't review a paper where ChatGPT is an author because it doesn't meet the authorship definition, and It can't 337 

give consent or approval on the submission. However, you can add it to the ACK only and resubmit it again.‖. 338 

The special issue editor decided to ―Reject and encourage resubmission‖. 339 

 340 

The authors incorporated reviewers‘ suggestions; and agreed that the process for deciding on AI co-authorship 341 

was not clearly articulated leading to adding the stage-gate decision process to the manuscript. After carefully 342 

reviewing International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) guidelines as well as the scientific 343 

discourse again, the authors were still convinced that the GPT-3 AI was fulfilling all authorship criteria, fol-344 

lowed the editor‘s suggestion and re-submitted the manuscript again to the same journal. 345 

 346 

In the second submission, the same reviewers as in the first submission were chosen by the publishing house 347 

MDPI. All revision requests except the AI co-authorship request were incorporated. In the new round, Re-348 
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Table 2: Results of stage-gate approach. Red: Gates, yellow: Stages.

Step Description Action Result
Stage 1 GTP-3 capability assessment 

for scenario generation
a) Summarize and interpolate text, generate 
human-like text, generate a sample future 
scenario
b) Establish collaboration agreement

a) Impressively good, meeting au-
thors criteria
b) Clear consent and accountability 
of the AI

Gate 1 Check value-add Rate options: no, not likely, don’t know, 
likely, yes

Likely

Stage 2 AI content generation a) Generate future scenarios and assign a 
probability to each scenario
b) Identify underlying drivers of each 
scenario, conduct consistency analysis and 
calculate consistency level. Conduct human 
analysis for plausibility.
c) Generate measurable parameters for real-
ity-check, perform human reality-check and 
evaluate which scenarios turned out true. 

a) Four plausible future scenarios 
were created by the AI, and a proba-
bility assigned
b) AI generated artifacts and drivers 
were created, consistency analysis 
between them was not meaningful. 
Overall, generated scenarios seemed 
plausible and relevant.
c) Two of the scenarios were con-
sidered fully real today, confirming 
non-distinct scenarios.

Gate 2 Check relevance Rate options: no, not likely, don’t know, 
likely, yes

Yes. Although not distinct, scenarios 
were very relevant and measurable, 
drivers were relevant, consistency 
analysis too basic.

Stage 3 Decide on AI co-authorship a) Ask AI for approval and input on the 
abstract.
b) Review authorship guidelines of the jour-
nal, check for any AI co-authorship elimi-
nating instructions.
c) Did the AI contribute sufficient input to 
deserve a co-authorship?
d) Review ethical considerations and other 
scientific evidence for co-authorship. 

a) AI approved all sections of the 
manuscript and provided relevant 
and appealing abstract rewrite-sug-
gestions, which were of sufficient 
perplexity and burstiness compared 
to other AI generated content.
b) We did not find any limiting jour-
nal instructions for AI co-authorship.
c) AI provided contributions similar 
to a junior collaborator, consistent 
and highly relevant. 
d) Several articles already used AI as 
co-authors ([12, 14, 19]). Contrac-
tionary ethical considerations in the 
community. At this stage the human 
authors consider AI co-authorship in 
this manuscript as honest, fair and 
transparent.

Gate 3 Co-author or acknowledge Rate options: no, not likely, don’t know, 
likely, yes

Yes

Stage 4 Reviewers and 
publisher’s assessment

Review policy, procedures and implications a) Reviewers of our first submission 
rejected the co-authorship
b) Publisher’s decision is to follow 
reviewers suggestion

Gate 4 Final publisher´s decision Accept GPT-3 as co-author, or as tool in the 
acknowledgement section

Do not accept GPT-3 as co-author
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Discussion
Artificial intelligence (AI) proved to be powerful in scenario gen-
eration use-cases by analyzing large amounts of data and identify-
ing patterns that can be used to make predictions [8,22]. This can 
be useful in a variety of fields as finance, healthcare, and weather 
forecasting, to name few. AI-based scenarios can also identify po-
tential risks and opportunities, and support decision making. The 
current study’s evaluation builds upon the exceptional constel-
lation that the AI was only trained with training data up to June 
2021, so it`s knowledge ended there [12]. Just several months af-
ter that, in February 2022, Russia launched a military offensive 
in Ukraine leading to an open-ended armed war still active at the 
point when we conducted this research in the beginning of 2023 
[2]. Although we asked the GPT-3 AI about its future predictions 
for the Ukraine when we were compiling this paper, the AI did not 
know about the current reality, i.e. that those countries are still in 
the middle of a war with an uncertain outcome, and the world be-
ing massively affected by an energy crisis and steadily increasing 
political involvement.

We checked the AIs capabilities to create reasonable and consis-
tent future scenarios, and let itself rate consistency of underlying 
parameters. Furthermore, we asked for measurable parameters to 
determine when a scenario would become reality. We checked 
those parameters against the United Nations UNRIC Key Infor-
mation, and found out that actually two of the generated future 
scenarios, with different underlying drivers, became reality [2]. 
Notably, we were impressed by the capabilities of GPT-3 and its 
ability to generate plausible and internally consistent scenarios for 
future research, as well as to provide its probabilities of those sce-
narios becoming reality. It is problematic that probability estimates 
could not be checked against their underlying probability model 
and how the AI came to these numbers.

As requested, GPT-3 added the probability to each scenario, but 
did not explain how it actually came to this prediction. For the 
human authors it was impossible to find out underlying reasoning 
or why the AI came to those probabilities. Although the AI did 
provide a list of underlying drivers its morphologic analysis for 
completeness, as it is common for deriving the raw future sce-
narios was not made available by the AI [5]. Still, the generated 
scenarios generated looked plausible, complete and consistent to 
the human authors. When the authors asked the AI for checking 
internal consistency of the generated scenarios, the AI confirmed 
for 3 out of the 4 scenarios a 100% consistency score for scenarios 
1,2 and 4. Furthermore, the AI rated the scenario 3 (“Conflict esca-
lates into full-scale war”) as being 66.6% consistent, due to 2 out 
of the 3 underlying drivers were considered inconsistent with each 
other, i.e. the driver “increased tension between Ukraine and Rus-
sia” being inconsistent with a diplomatic solution and the known 
consequences of a full-scale war. Still, we considered the scenario 
as consistent as it seemed that the AI falsely detected the driv-
er “diplomatic solutions” instead of “failed diplomatic solutions” 
and would be consistent with the correctly detected driver. In sum-
mary, we considered that the AI-conducted consistency analysis 

including the consistency rating as too basic for scientific research 
and not suiting actual standards  although, we still considered the 
scenarios as consistent, relevant and complete [10,11].

To define actual parameters to measure if a scenario became a re-
ality can be challenging for humans and was challenging for the 
AI as well. Some of them did not solely represent a measurable 
parameter for the scenario it was contained within, e.g., “Terri-
tory in Ukraine occupied by Russia. This can be measured by 
looking at maps of the region, as well as any reported changes in 
borders or demarcations between the two countries.” would bet-
ter be rephrased to a real measurable item like “Amount of ter-
ritory occupied by Russia stayed the same than in 2014”. The AI 
uses the words “territory occupied by Russian troops” and “war” 
– which does not fit into today’s Russian narrative of “freed and 
re-assigned territory” and “conflict” or “special operation”. The AI 
already recognized a distinction as well as a relationship between 
“Russian-backed separatists” and “Russian troops”. Furthermore, 
the AI did not generate further details of the scenarios, e.g. that 
Russia would attack civil energy infrastructure in the Ukraine [2]. 
To check reality of the measures, the authors relied solely on neu-
tral data from the United Nations UNRIC, still potentially intro-
ducing a selection bias [2].
 
The AI favored the scenario of the continued status quo of 2021, 
where pro-Russian separatists aka Russian troops were controlling 
parts of the east and Crim of the Ukraine, as the most probable 
future outcome with 40%. According to the Institute of the Study 
of War, based in Washington, DC, this continued to be the cur-
rent status, and Russia extended that footprint since starting the 
war [1]. Unluckily, for all involved the least favorable scenario 3 
“war” with a predicted probability of only 20% turned out a 100% 
reality at the beginning of 2023 as well. This highlights that GPT-3 
generated scenarios were not distinct from each other and at least 
partially overlapped.

Notably, we found that AI-based prediction and scenario gener-
ation was not always accurate and should be used with caution, 
especially from an ethical perspective [23,24]. The accuracy of AI 
predictions and scenarios depends on the quality and quantity of 
data used for training the models, and the specific algorithms and 
models used [8]. Furthermore, AI predictions are solely based on 
past data – maybe from different events, so it is possible that the 
future will not follow the same patterns as the past. Nevertheless, 
given the pace technology is currently evolving and a rapid amount 
of future opportunities opening up, it is very likely that AI will be 
used in scenario generation and potentially also prediction in cru-
cial fields such as finance, healthcare, and transportation, where 
it can help identify patterns and trends in historic data, and make 
sketch scenarios about future developments [25,26].

In this paper, we used the stage-gate approach to check if GPT-3 
deserved co-authorship in the current research paper [14]. The gat-
ed process resulted in the decision to include the AI as a co-author, 
suggesting that according to current rules and guidelines it is high-
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ly controversary that it COULD be a co-author, still there is the 
question if it SHOULD be [18-20]. In our opinion, journal rules 
would need a clear guideline to make concrete use cases the use of 
AI is acceptable transparent, e.g. for abstracts or summary writing 
and feedback on text blocks. but not as co-author. The ongoing 
scientific debate regarding this topic is highly controverse and 
somewhat emotional, with strong opinions on both sides [9-11]. 
Although it might seem acceptable to use AI as a co-author accord-
ing to the authorship rules valid at the time point this article was 
composed, AI co-authorship should be better regulated in journal 
guidelines, similar to acceptable AI usage in research papers, in the 
future. Overall, the power of AI in scenario generation and predic-
tion can be significant, but it is important to keep in mind that the 
predictions generated by AI are not always accurate, and it is im-
portant to use caution when interpreting the results [11,15,16,25]. 
Still, the Ukrainian war is not over, and potential other scenarios 
could be the final ones (e.g., scenario 4 with a forced peace by an 
international intervention). There is a saying: “The winner writes 
the history”. Unluckily, this war is not over yet, and regardless of 
the final result, there will not be any winners.

Conclusion
An AI can sketch potential future scenarios based on patterns it 
has learned from historical data. Although generated scenarios 
are valuable, accuracy of predictions is limited by the quality and 
quantity of the data used to train the model, as well as the complex-
ity of the problem being predicted. Many real-world systems are 
chaotic in nature and inherently unpredictable, and an AI may not 
account all the factors influencing the outcome. For the Ukrainian 
war, our uniquely designed study revealed that GPT-3 could not 
predict the future with high accuracy, suggesting to be cautious 
when interpreting these AI outcomes. GPT-3 excelled in identi-
fying potential scenarios and determining parameters for measur-
ing their probability of becoming a reality in the future. Scenario 
analysis is a powerful future research methodology, and GPT-3 or 
other AI systems can assist human contributors in AI-assisted fu-
ture scenario generation. According to the stage-gate approach and 
final publishing house decisions, the AI did not qualify as co-au-
thor for this article. Yet, we recommend updating scientific best 
practices with clear and transparent guidelines on acceptable AI 
use cases for contributions in future scientific papers.
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